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About This Game

FlappyU is a VR game in which you can fly with your own wings like the brave bird we all know you can be! Flap your arms to
avoid the tricky obstacles. The more pipes you get through, the harder the difficulty, with pipes moving up and down when you
reach 50 points. The magnitude of your arm motion controls how fast you go up. Cooler wing models are unlocked at certain

high scores, allowing you to choose from a collection of awesome available wings! You will also compete with all other flappers
around the world to be a part of the top 10 flappers on the Best Flappers Global Leaderboard (best high scores) and the Longest
Flappers Global Leaderboard (highest number of accumulated points). Try to outdo these high scores and accumulated points!

Not only is this game entertaining, but is a great source of exercise too! Make FlappyU part of your daily routine!

FlappyU will include more breathtaking landscapes and a wider selection of wing models in the near future. Stay tuned!

Want to fly? So high, that you can reach the sky? Give FlappyU a try!
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Title: FlappyU VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
FlappyU
Publisher:
FlappyU
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i7 7500 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 1060 or equivalent

Storage: 100 MB available space
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I'm going trough all my games and writing a review about each of them, no matter how crap they seem at first.

Here is my review for "Math Speed Challenge":

Math Speed Challenge ( or MSC for short ) isn't exactly a game, more like a crappy math test. As the name suggests it is a math
test where you have a certain amount of time to solve a set of questions ( Simple Math ). The difficulty selection is pretty
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 because the only difference between Hard and Easy is you have 4 seconds for Easy
and 2 seconds to answer for Hard.

The gameplay is pretty lacking aswell. You get a math question, and the only way to answer it is trough a 3x multiple choice
answer. Something that makes it really easy to guess wich is correct simply based on the last digit. So just for the actual game
this is pretty bad.

Now the main selling point is obviously the 5000 achievements which you get for doing jack all. This is basically a lazy excuse
of the developers to make an easy cash grab of people wanting easy achievements.

Final Opinion:

Do not, under any circumstances, buy this game if you are not looking only for the 5000 achievements.. I am a huge Myst fan
and I have to say I loved Haven Moon. Since Myst I have played an enormous number of what may be called Myst clones, and
Haven Moon is among the closest to recreating the original experience. The puzzle design and artwork are very reminiscent of
those of Myst. There were a couple of puzzles I grew frustrated with because I thought I had to search a huge space of solutions,
but after some patience (i.e. unlocking further areas to reveal more clues) and more careful observation and putting stuff
together in my head, I discovered that there were sufficient clues to solve them with much less trial and error. The puzzles and
exploration were fair, fun and rewarding. I played this about a year ago, and I'll be honest, I don't remember much about the
story, but I do remember loving the whole experience.. i like this game but the thing is can u make the online work for dis i
mean its much better with friends and just by your self then u will feel like a loner and i also want to know is the game british if
yes HECK YES if no :(
any way can u also add more player and charectores like a hippo or something like that and i do recomend this game its pretty
cool but why do u have to kill the queen why not just her hench men that will be better instead off actually killing her thats just
not right and ababy where did that come from? and also more maps we need more maps cuz then we could have like better
places instead of playing the same game again and again and AGAIN so yes and thats all i got to say sorry if it was a bit chanty
but thats me so yea thx. I like this one because it is easy to understand the gameplay and
the map is simple.
Only tried the British side sofar and without the need of the manual.. I do not know what it is, but I bought it, because the Earth
2160 is a brilliant strategy! Please make a sequel or remake!

\u041d\u0435\u0437\u043d\u0430\u044e \u0447\u0442\u043e \u044d\u0442\u043e, \u043d\u043e \u044f
\u043a\u0443\u043f\u0438\u043b \u044d\u0442\u043e, \u043f\u043e\u0442\u043e\u043c\u0443 \u0447\u0442\u043e
\u0417\u0435\u043c\u043b\u044f 2160 \u0433\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0441\u0442\u0440\u0430\u0442\u0435\u0433\u0438\u044f! \u0421\u0434\u0435\u043b\u0430\u0439\u0442\u0435
\u043f\u043e\u0436\u0430\u043b\u0443\u0439\u0441\u0442\u0430
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0434\u043e\u043b\u0436\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0435 \u0438\u043b\u0438
\u0440\u0435\u043c\u0435\u0439\u043a!. the game is nice but there is a lack of players , most of the time there are zero
matches avaliable because there are no players
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About Time Someone Thinks About The Animals..
During A Zombie Apocalypse!! Its Good That Someone Is Looking OUTSIDE THE BOX...
INSTEAD OF LOOKING OUTSIDE OF THE BOX LOOKING IN\\!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Very Fun Stages Missions Fun Fun!!!
A MUST OWN REALLY FUN!!!!!!!!!!!!. I've really enjoyed this game so far. At the time I'm writing this the game is still in
early access. I've only run into a few bugs but the developers were super quick about updating the game and fixing those issues.
The game play is enjoyable if you are into twin stick shooters and killing hordes of zombies. All of the animal themed weapons
are pretty funny as well. Although I do feel bad about all the snails I've sent to their death. Snails have feelings too!

Here are some videos of me playing through Nature's Zombie Apocalypse: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yoob-
lqpxhw&list=PLEUGIFN2mBj0yXCK2V0pxq5E3YQWisU-K. It crashes sooo many times before the end of an event...(So
many "world records" lost...)
the rest is ok
game is fun
even better with friends (that I don't have)
bought it on a 70% off
worth every single penny
. This is a fun, interesting, & quirky game. It doesn't support every resolution unfortunately. You will end up having to play it in
windowed mode most likely. It has controller support which is really nice but the pc controls do work well. The humor the indy
developers put in this game is a joy to behold. A fun platformer with some interesting puzzle elements thrown in.
~PR0XIDIAN. This game is hardcore. It's still in Early Access so you will have to forgive some minor things. Levels are intense
and diverse. Well done.. Zombies on a Plane is about... well zombies on a plane. It's two games in one, a hoarde survival and a
plane flying game. The higher you score in survival, the more weapons you unlock. In survival, you'll fight wave after wave of
zombies (that I guess parachute their way in) some that can be destroyed quite easily, others that take loads of damage and some
that even after they have not legs, arms, or head can still damage you! Then there are those pesky buggers that clip through the
floor and some are even dogs! Yes folks, who knows how they are getting onboard, but who cares, they're after you!

The flying mode is quirky, yet hillarious at the same time. You are now in control of the plane and must shake off those pesky
zombies from destroying parts of your plane. This is quite simple to do, fly it into the ocean! There are 3 skins of planes to
choose from as well so you can enjoy crashing all of them.

The animations are bad, it runs at a solid 60 frames per second, there's no lag, the graphics are sub-par. It's stupid, it's ugly,
there's nothing to do, and it's overpriced by $15. Recomened only for those that have an absolute fetish for Z-Rated games, (Z-
rated, below B-Movie standards, far below.). Just an ordinary 2D platform game. The cloning and the transformation machines
doesn't really add much to the fun. Only play it if you like the genre.. I used to play this game all the time when I was young on
the XBox 360.

Now I have it in my collection till the end of time. Or Steam. And I love it.. look like angry bird if you ask me!
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